**Hiking on the Archipelago Path**

The Archipelago Path is a long-distance hiking trail that stretches across the entire South Fyn Archipelago, with a total of 500 km of trails. The path offers unique views of the islands and the sea, and it is a perfect way to explore the natural beauty of the area. The path is well-marked and offers a variety of scenic routes for hikers of all levels.

**Horse riding along the South Fyn Funen Riding Route**

For horse lovers, the South Fyn Funen Riding Route is a must-visit. This route offers a variety of beautiful landscapes and riding experiences, from gentle coastal trails to challenging mountainous terrain. The route is well-marked and offers a variety of riding options for riders of all levels.

**Sea Kayaking in the Archipelago**

Sea kayaking is a popular activity in the South Fyn Archipelago, with the many small islands offering a unique and challenging experience. The archipelago is home to a variety of sea species, including seals and dolphins, making it a perfect place for kayakers to explore.

**Cycling around the Archipelago**

Cycling is a great way to explore the South Fyn Archipelago, with plenty of scenic routes and beautiful landscapes to discover. The archipelago offers a variety of cycling routes for cyclists of all levels, from gentle coastal rides to challenging mountainous terrain.

**An ocean of possibilities**

The South Fyn Archipelago offers a wide range of outdoor activities. The archipelago is the world's largest group of small islands, and it offers a unique natural environment for outdoor enthusiasts. From hiking and cycling to kayaking and sailing, the region offers a variety of ways to explore the beauty of the archipelago.

**Angling**

The South Fyn Archipelago is home to a variety of excellent angling opportunities. The archipelago is known for its sea trout and cod fishing, and it is a popular destination for both amateur and professional anglers. The archipelago also offers a variety of other fishing opportunities, including salmon and trout fishing.

**Sail in a wooden ship**

Sail on a wooden ship and experience the thrill of sailing on the open sea. The South Fyn Archipelago offers a variety of sailing opportunities, including sailing trips on traditional wooden ships. These trips are a great way to discover the beauty of the archipelago from a unique perspective.

**Go on a Discovery Tour of Nature Together with Your Family**

The South Fyn Archipelago is home to a variety of unique ecosystems, and it offers a great opportunity to explore the natural beauty of the region with your family. The archipelago offers a variety of nature tours and activities, including bird watching and wildlife safaris, making it a perfect destination for nature enthusiasts.

**Climate**

The climate in the South Fyn Archipelago is mild and temperate, with a maritime influence. The region experiences mild winters and mild summers, with moderate rainfall throughout the year. The archipelago is known for its beautiful beaches and coastal scenery, making it a perfect destination for outdoor enthusiasts.

**Enjoy a day out with family and friends**

The South Fyn Archipelago is home to a variety of family-friendly activities, making it a great destination for family vacations. The archipelago offers a variety of activities, including hiking, cycling, and kayaking, making it a perfect destination for families of all ages.

**Angling**

Find out more about fishing opportunities in the South Fyn Archipelago on the website www.thegreatfunen.com.
Welcome to good days in both green and blue. All year round!

Tourist Information

Fynshav
www.visitfyn.com
Tel. +45 6311 2200

Fynbus (busses)
www.fynbus.dk

DSB (train)
www.dsb.dk

Fynshav

Transport

Ferry

There are ferry connections to and from islands to the mainland.

Bus

There are bus connections between Denmark and the Funen Islands. Buy e-tickets or buy a ticket from the driver.

Train and bus

There are train connections between Denmark and the Funen Islands. Get more information from the local train operator.

DHP (train)
Tel. +45 71 29 66 85
www.dhp.dk

Fynbus (busses)
Tel. +45 6311 2200
www.fynbus.dk

Download app: The South Fyn Archipelago – an all-season outdoor playground.

There are various outdoor playgrounds, such as

- Kayaking
- Hiking
- Cycling
- Canoeing
- Golf
- Horseback riding
- Swimming

Pictograms

1. Places of interest – culture
2. Places of interest – nature
4. Information centre – Vitsø. See www.flyvlyksa.dk
5. Municipal information
6. Toilet
7. Shopping facilities on the smaller islands
8. Coach bus stops
9. Taxi service
10. Visitor attractions
11. Youth Hostel
13. Long distance footpath
14. Long distance footpath "The Archipelago Trail" long distance footpath
15. Selected rest stops
16. Selected rest stops
17. Fishing sites and other facilities
18. Parking place close to the "Archipelago Trail" long distance footpath
19. Fishing sites and other facilities
20. Bare island: you see the list on the reverse side of the map
21. Islands: The Archipelago Trail long distance footpath
22. Copyright: Footpath: cycleạkkeble
23. Horse riding routes. See www.flyvlyksa.dk
24. Ferry routes
25. Primitive settlement
26. Access is forbidden during the period shown on the map typically between 1st March - 31st July
27. Sensitive natural habitat: visit during the period 1st March - 31st July
28. District with grazing domestic livestock
29. Kayak routes:
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